
District 19 Minutes      May 5, 2015 

Members present: Genice W., Harlan B. Jim R., John B., Johnny S., Mark S., Paul, Rose, Suzanne, 
Jesse, Chuck, Jess C., Travis, Julia, Chaz G. and our interpreter 

6:00 pm – Meeting begins with a moment of silence and the Serenity prayer. 

Welcome New GSRs and Birthdays 
Jess from Serene Tea (which is looking for a new venue)  
Julia from Valley Girls  
Travis is a new GSR for the WE group 
Chaz from the Friday Night Leather group. 
Mark – April 26, 1989 - 26 yrs  
Johnny - April 11, 2011 - 4 yrs 
Rose – May 4, 1988 - 27 yrs 

GSR reports: 

John reported his meetings have gone to 4 per week. Julia said all is well at Valley Girls, except 
there's an issue with dogs. Mark – At Spiritual Awakening anonymity and the phone list is one current 
issue. Another is the commitment at Central Office and people who have committed are not showing 
up. Therefore the phones are going dead. Genice – nothing to report. Things are going extremely 
well. Johnny – At Beautiful Beginnings all is well. Commitments are followed through and pretty good 
attendance. Jerry – Common Solutions is dealing with housekeeping tasks and an difficult individual; 
working on love/tolerance as a group. Jess is the new GSR for Serni-Tea at BGCS. Its a great 
meeting, more people are showing up. We will probably be moving to the nearby church but 
discussion is ongoing. Travis –The We Group is strong. No current issues. The venue is stable. Jim - 
4th Dimension Group. All is well. The current issue is doing a group inventory, perhaps in July. 
Tomorrow night (May 6th) there will be an 15th anniversary potluck. The potluck is open to all. 
Suzanne – Sky High Women's Group is growing. Its healthy financially. The format has been reduced 
and rearranged to be more intact with AA. We have enthusiastic women.  

Paul – North Park Men's at Grace Lutheran Church, Fri, 7:30, just celebrated the 31st anniversary of 
the meeting. There's an issue with whether to get an interpreter for the meeting. Is it affordable? 
Maybe if the gold can subsidizes or pays for it. In the past they have had a deaf secretary but the 
meeting doesn't have the money to fork out on its own. Harlan asked if they have approached the 
Accessibilities Committee. They have but have been asked to chip in more money. Jesse responded: 
I'm the alternate chair of the Accessibility. The problem is we already have a Fri. night meeting, and a 
Sat night and we're looking at a Sunday night so that we can have 90 in 90. Chuck – The Live and Let 
Live Alano Club is having no more drama than usual. We're cleaning house to try to make more room 
for sharing. 

Secretary's Report - Rose: What was Chuck's correction? It was regarding his question last month 
about listing the amounts that will be sent to District 19. The minutes erroneously stated PRAASA. 
The correction was made. Are there any more additions or corrections? Jim made a motion to 
approve the minutes. Chuck seconded it. 

Rose announced she will be absent at next month’s District Meeting. We will need a volunteer to do 
this. 

Treasurer's Report - Suzanne: Current checking account balance: $866.17. Savings account 
balance, $150.13. It’s always the same. The 7th tradition contributions this month were $116.09. The 



contributions were received from Sky High, Pass It On Big Book Study and Free Thinkers. Harlan 
reimbursed the district $121.12 from unbudgeted PRAASA expenses. 

Monthly Expenses: $40 monthly to ASL interpreter; $40 post office box. $80 year/ twice a April and 
Oct.; $25 monthly to rent; $200 to Area 8. 

Harlan printed up a ledger that will make it easier to track contributions from groups. It will show the 
treasurer and name of the contributing groups. Hopefully, each group will contribute. 

Questions about whether the amount groups contribute will be verified or is it necessary to verify. 
Chuck explained that the treasurer of a meeting will report to their own meeting at the business 
meeting. Do we want to put the amount contributed in the ledger? Suzanne said she will let anyone 
know who asks in an email. Mark would like to see how his group is doing relative to other groups. 
Travis wonders ab0out the ledger – is it a hard copy that we'll see? Harlan suggests that there will be 
a quarterly report presented here that shows the groups as well as the amounts. Jerry thinks an 
annual report is enough since groups don't contribute that often. Harlan is thinking its a bookkeeping 
issue and quarterly may be easier or more efficient. Jerry made a motion that we have an annual 
Contributions Report stating the names of all the groups that contribute to our district and the 
amounts.  Travis seconded. 

Discussion: Paul wants a quarterly report to see the amounts sooner. Jerry offered to change the 
motion. Harlan wants to stay with the annual and get information from Suzanne privately if you want it 
sooner. 

Jerry repeated the motion. Needed: who seconded this motion: 

14 in favor with 2 abstentions. 

Registrar's Report - Jesse reported he received a new GSR packet. The Roster – Harlan wanted it, 
but I just got it today (from Rose who accidentally took it home). Harlan said he wants it because 
we're making a roster for all members and if you do not want your name on the list take it off tonight 
so we can go forward with it tonight.  

Suzanne would appreciate having everyone on the list because she needed some number this month 
in order to complete her report and didn't have the numbers. Harlan: Let your group know that 
information would be helpful when the donations are sent to the district. 

ALT DCM Report - Jerry: re: the post conference assembly, May 30th. WE NEED VOLUNTEERS. 
Harlan suggested 25 volunteers. John, Chuch and Mark volunteered for the Assembly. (Committee 
members Nicole and Jim are involved in recruiting volunteers as well.) 

Please go back to your groups and ask for volunteers. We'll be setting up for the lunch. District 15 has 
the breakfast. We have the lunch. I will be coordinating the food handlers, making sure it comes on 
time. The only handicap that I see is that we will not have another district meeting before the 
assembly. 

Harlan: None of the new DCMs knew that districts were responsible for securing the venue and 
paying the rent.  

Jerry: All the agenda items from the groups that went to the Conference will be discussed. This is 
such an important meeting so being there will be a treat – just to hear the results of those issues. 
Harlan: inviting your fellow members to experience this level of service. 



DCM Report - Harlan: It is now 6:50. We have struggled with this time frame for a long time. As we 
attract new GSRs there's no way we'll keep this meeting at 60 minutes. I submit my report from the 
Area Committee Meeting that meets the 3rd Thursday of the month via email for review. Harlan 
reiterated the following: 

Coordinating Council – The May's book on sale is AA Comes of Age. Sale $7.00, reg. $8.50. Great 
book to give new GSRs, good explanation of the traditions, the concepts, etc.Understanding 
Anonymity – sale 5¢, reg. 25¢, until June 15. 

The IT committee Beta tested a webcast of the meeting. Outlying areas like Brawley won't have to 
drive 2 1/2-3 hours.  

Should we increase the interpreter's compensation? They will come back with a proposal so that the 
groups can come up with a decision.  

Johnny had questions last month about posting agendas from the Area committee, and the area 
assembly. The Agenda Committee replied that there are too many people involved in creating an 
agenda and the timeliness of the agenda is such that it can't be posted.  

Johnny, the Founders' Day picnic is Sat, June 13th. 

Its in Chula Vista this year at Eucalyptus Park – Gazebo 1, 4th Ave & C St. 

Area 8 is planning a Unity Day celebration. The details will not be revealed until Thurs, 5/18. 

Harlan emailed the proposed budget. We will not decide on it tonight. Take this back to your groups 
for feedback on this. If you see something that should be included in the budget, address it with the 
whole group in an email. Remember we are using bcc, (blind carbon copy), in our emails. 

Concept Boot Camp. Harlan met with Jerry and Nicole and came up with a proposal for a Concept 
Boot Camp to occur over four Saturdays in a row, in October. Over a short period of time, those who 
want to learn about the concepts will have an opportunity to immerse themselves in the concepts. 
The workshops will have a panel, then a round table discussion, bringing content back in to the 
general meeting. Our hope is to create a concept handbook from this. We are looking for a venue, 
possibly the church where Common Solutions meets. 

Jerry – please take it back to your groups. Oct. is one of the least traveled months of the year. Any 
specific experience you've had with the concepts we would like to add.  Harlan: it’s open to everyone. 
At this point, the committee needs a yes or no from the groups to move ahead. Jim asked what was 
meant by yes or no? Harlan: because there will be some financial expense - the venue, needs for 
interpretation, etc., the committee needs to know if your group think this is a great idea and worth 
supporting? 

Rose: Would it help to have different times for the meeting so we wouldn't have to miss our regular 
meetings every week? Jerry responded that the times would need to be regular, not variable. 

Chuck – How much of a donation? Jerry – We'll need $25 – $50 for rent, that's $200/month, plus 
$100 for services/meeting.  A rough estimate of a district financial commitment would be $500.00. 

Harlan – Who could you like to see as guests from Central Office when we start in June? Or we can 
move it to July? John: How can we have a speaker and get our business done? How long can they 



speak? 7 mins, 10 mins? Mark – I don't like open ended meetings. Let’s discuss, next month, whether 
we should make this meeting a longer time commitment. 

Harlan – On my PRAASA expenses you authorized $600; I came in at $679.00 because there was 
transportation expenses from the airport to the hotel site that were unforeseen. 

Harlan - Please submit your agenda items before the next meeting. When you get the minutes, send 
Rose the corrections.  

Any last minute issues? None.  

The meeting closed at 7:20 p.m. with the Declaration of Unity:  

This we owe to A.A.’s future: to place our common welfare first; to keep our fellowship 
united. For on AA’s unity depend our lives, and the lives of those to come. 

 

Respectfully submitted by Rose P. 
 
 
 
Rose Pope 
rpope@cox.net 


